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The edifices’ past (tradition artisanry)

● The edifices date back to the early twentieth century, when a number of brick 
constructions rose in Hirosaki to house the first sake distilleries

● More and more structures were built over the years, many of which were 
converted for production of apple cider in the 1950s

● The brick buildings containing the fermentation rooms and infusion 
chambers dominated the Yoshino-chō neighbourhood, which had become 
densely populated over the century
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● The buildings remained in production until the 1960s, after which they were 
used to store the government’s emergency stocks of rice

● They were eventually abandoned, and discussion about what to do with them 
began in the late 1980s

● People realised that art could be the key to the conversion and new 
destination of the spaces, forming a link between the city’s industrial past and 
its future

● In 2015, the city government purchased the complex and decided to hold a 
design contest for its redevelopment
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Concept & design

● Continuing memory
● L-shaped main building towering above a second, smaller construction
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● History is seen as a symbol as well as a new opportunity, reflected in the 
museum’s choice of strategy

● The redevelopment project involved removal of parts of the plaster from the 
walls to reveal the original red brick.
Where restoration of the original brick was not possible, it was replaced with 
new bricks in a similar colour

● A new titanium roof in “cider gold” colour covers both the museum and the 
coffee shop
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Exhibitions (modern creativity)

● Permanent collection of its own and hosts site-specific artworks created by 
artists invited to come to the city, experience its life and discover its history

● L-shaped main volume contains the museum, divided into five exhibition 
halls, including a 15 meter high gallery, a civic gallery, three artists’ studios 
and a library

● Smaller volume recalls the complex’s former function of making sake and 
apple cider, containing a café with a distillery that is open to the general 
public
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● “Site-specific” and “time-specific” were selected as concepts to embody the 
museum exhibition spaces
○ “Site-specific” aims to create artworks that interact with the architecture 

of the brick warehouse and to stimulate new creativity. The design of the 
museum aims to preserve the architectural memory and deliver new 
spatial experiences with artworks, creating a new modern industrial 
heritage

○ “Time-specific” is a concept that influences the design of the exhibitions 
which operate at different rhythms, and flexible use of the space



Addendum



Thank you for your attention 
どうもありがとうございました


